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Verification and Validation for Quality of UML 2.0 ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A practical approach to enhancing quality in software models using UML Version 2.0
"Despite its increasing usage, many companies are not taking the best advantage of UML and, occasionally, individuals have experienced frustration in applying its standards. Perhaps this is because they have not yet read this book!"
...
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Chipless RFID: Design Procedure and Detection TechniquesSpringer, 2014

	This book examines the design of chipless RFID systems. The authors begin with the philosophy of RFID and its effect on commercial applications. Then, they discuss the chipless RFID systems and the application of chipless RFID systems, the advantages it provides compared to conventional barcode ID and chipped RFID tags. The text then covers...
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Green, Pervasive, and Cloud Computing: 13th International Conference, GPC 2018, Hangzhou, China, May 11-13, 2018, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11204))Springer, 2019

	This book constitutes the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Green, Pervasive, and Cloud Computing, GPC 2018, held in Hangzhou, China, in May 2018.

	

	The 35 full papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 101 initial submissions. They are organized in the following...
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Liquid Crystalline PolymersWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
"Their book is a most useful resource for approaching a large literature that even a specialist needs help to assimilate. -- Professor Mark Warner, Cavendish Laboratory  Cambridge, UK

   This textbook consists of six chapters. The first chapter highlights the concept of liquid crystals, including chemical structure, phase...
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Unified Modeling Language Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2004
 “If you are a serious user of UML, there is no other book quite  like this one. I have been involved with the UML specification process  for some time, but I still found myself learning things while reading  through this book—especially on the changes and new capabilities that  have come with UML.”
...
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The Waite Group's Object-Oriented Programming in C++Waite Group Press, 1998

	This tutorial presents the sophisticated new features of the most current ANSI/ISO C++ standard as they apply to object-oriented programming. Learn the concepts of object-oriented programming, why they exist, and how to utilize them to create sophisticated and efficient object-oriented applications. This book expects you to be familiar with...
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Electronics Projects For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
These projects are fun to build and fun to use
    

    Make lights dance to music, play with radio remote control, or build your own metal detector    

    Who says the Science Fair has to end? If you love building gadgets, this book belongs on your radar. Here are complete directions for...
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UML for Java ProgrammersPrentice Hall, 2003
All the UML Java developers need to know
 You don't use UML in a vacuum: you use it to build software with a specific programming language. If that language is Java, you need UML for Java Programmers. In this book, one of the world's leading object design experts becomes your personal coach on UML 1&2 techniques and best practices...
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Formulation tools for Pharmaceutical Development (Woodhead Publishing Series in Biomedicine)Woodhead Publishing, 2013

	A range of new and innovative tools used for preformulation and formulation of medicines help optimize pharmaceutical development projects. Such tools also assist with the performance evaluation of the pharmaceutical process, allowing any potential gaps to be identified. These tools can be applied in both basic research and industrial...
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Reverse Engineering of Object Oriented Code (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Reverse engineering aims at supporting program comprehension, by exploiting
the source code as the major source of information about the organization
and behavior of a program, and by extracting a set of potentially useful views
provided to programmers in the form of diagrams. Alternative perspectives
can be adopted when the...
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Schaum's Outline Series Theory and Problems of Projective GeometryMcGraw-Hill, 1967

	The purpose of this book is to provide a first course in Projective Geometry for

	undergraduate majors in mathematics and for prospective teachers of high school

	geometry. For the former it will furnish an introduction to the important concept of

	projective spaces; for the latter it will introduce a more general geometry from which,...
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ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbedNewnes, 2019

	
		ARM-based Microcontroller Projects Using mbed gives readers a good understanding of the basic architecture and programming of ARM-based microcontrollers using ARM’s mbed software. The book presents the technology through a project-based approach with clearly structured sections that enable readers to use or modify them...
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